
Network installer  helper 

 

Install Cat5, Cat6, RG6 and fiber optic cable pulling. 

Assist lead to install network racks and cameras, APs speakers and a paging system. 

40 hours a week for 10 weeks. Permanent employment for those who want it. 

 

Pay rate is based on verifiable experience. 

 

Experience installing and terminating various types of network cable. 

 

Experience with use of hand tools, drills, hammers, punch down, and FLUKE. 

 

Experience with proper safety practices, and installation procedures for terminating, testing, 

troubleshooting, and documenting a cable plant system.  

 

We need self starters, capable of taking daily directions  from team lead, and working to accomplish 

each task. Tech must not be afraid to ask questions and verify needs. 

 

BICSI instillation or manufacturer certifications are a plus, but not required. 

 

All applicants will need to pass a drug screening test, and background check. 

 

Must be in good physical shape to repeatedly climb ladders, bend, crouch and crawl for an entire 

working shift. Tech must also be able to operate a scissor lift for work at heights of 20 feet or more. 

Tech must have own vehicle and decent driving record. 

 

RHEMA IS, Inc.  Provides structured cabling and low voltage hardware installation to retail stores during 

remodel, expansion and new builds. 

In a typical store we install and terminate a variety of cables including Cat5, Cat6, RG6 and fiber optic. 

We install Access Points, cameras, speakers, paging systems, switches, DVRs and other hardware. We 

will update or install new racks and trays in the MDF as well as build and install new IDF cabinets. 

 

Every store is unique with its own challenges and obstacles. Each site takes three to six months to 

complete. Remodels are night work 9PM to 6AM Sunday through Thursday nights while the store is 

closed. New builds are daytime work, 7 AM to 4 PM Monday to Friday. Full time employees have an 

opportunity to travel to sites, learn the trade and grow through the ranks. 

 


